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Abstract
This paper discusses effective teaching techniques for online courses. We present and summarise our experience of online teaching techniques that are currently adopted in our teaching. Our approach consists of five main principles: online resources, course structure, course participation technique, student-centred interaction for learning, and online assessments. We believe student-centred interactions will enhance their learning experience much more effective when studying online courses. However, there are difficulties for online professors to facilitate such interactions and to make assessments. We propose a number of key teaching strategies to support student learning by using online technology. They are based on guidelines on effective teaching techniques, content preparation & management, course structuring, existing standards, assessment, and evaluation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Most traditional face-to-face teaching has a tendency to subsume open, distance and flexible-learning activities within the resources of the broader campus-based remit [1-2]. This poses a major problem for online-learning courses that often fall outside this traditional view of education. In fact, online-learning implies much more than a simple technical exercise in which some materials or processes are simply transferred from the offline world to some ready-made online realm. To compound this situation, most online-learning initiatives start as small-scale departmental projects [3-14]. Therefore, the implementation of online-learning faces a high level of risk of failure because of its uncertain status and unfamiliarity.

The consequence of this is that these initiatives commonly focus on the design and development of the online-learning environments and therefore insufficient attention is given to the delivery process. These efforts have little chance of succeeding without a tutoring team that has appropriate online tutoring skills necessary to explore and maximize the designed environments. For that reason, the tutoring team is at least as important as the design team and requires a careful selection process. This does not simply mean selecting a tutoring team with subject matter expertise and/or technical skills, but choosing educationalists with information and communication, literacy skills that are required to manage and facilitate online-learning. Thus, the choice of a suitable tutor team with appropriate skills, or at least the willingness to acquire these, is critical to the success of online-learning. Furthermore, tutor teams must adopt appropriate delivery methodologies that prepare learners for the distinctive task of learning and interacting online.

The Web has just begun to have an impact on our lives. As fascinated as we are with it today, we're still seeing it in its early forms. We've yet to see the full motion video and audio possibilities that await the bandwidth we'll soon have through cable modems and DSL; also to come are new Web appliances, such as the portable Web on a phone, and a host of wireless technologies. As important as any of these are the imagination, competitive drive, and capital behind a thousand companies-chased by a swelling list of dot-coms-rushing to bring new content, services, and "solutions" to offices and homes (E-learning centres).

Computers today are used for many purposes. One of these is as a teaching tool. The area of e-learning has grown vastly as the Internet has become an important part in the lives of people whether at home or in companies. E-learning courses are mainly used to teach or supplement the teaching of non-practical subjects. For example on the BBC’s website, there is a separate section to do with helping students revise for their A-Levels. “The use of computer-assisted instructional programs remains largely unexplored but offers some interesting possibilities” [1].

Use of computers for learning & teaching remains to be explored to its fullest extent. With today’s multimedia authoring tools it is possible to create complex interactivity that may provide the answer. Interactive multimedia workstations offer many novel approaches to learning and training that can’t be achieved using any other means [2].

Aside from providing complex interactivity multimedia can be advantageous by allowing the student to have control of the-learning process. One of the problems of training is that it is not self-paced. A possible solution to this could be e-learning. This is learning via electronic media usually over
the Internet. E-learning itself provides a number of benefits. With e-learning the pace of the learning is dictated by the user, secondly it can be accessed anywhere, anytime, thereby removing the need to attend training courses, it also provides increased retention. This is because of the many elements combined with E-learning such as quizzes, interaction etc.

The e-learning magazine conducted a survey in various organisations asking e-learning users to evaluate e-learning in their organisation. The responses illustrate the need for a product that will attempt to overcome the issues raised in the questionnaire. Below are some of the questions and their responses.

What are the primary benefits of e-learning over traditional classroom learning?
- 79% say availability anytime, anywhere.
- 59% say cost savings
- 59% say self-paced learning

What are the major challenges of e-learning use?
- 51% say “cultural resistance”
- 39% say lack of interaction

Face to Face has advantages of interaction and can claim to improve learners understanding through discussion and postures for difficult concepts. However e-learning and online-learning has further advantages such as improve understanding through self-learning styles, flexible-learning time, and increased interaction through several groups. In the following section we will look at the issues and recommend best practice guidelines for developing and maintaining an online-learning.

E-learning has become one of the major aspects of our University portfolio in line with emerging technologies world-wide in higher education. In our university this has been shown through the implementation of Centre for Learning and Teaching (CLT) and adoption of the UK Professional Standard Framework (UKPSF) developed by the HEA and Teaching Excellency Framework (TEF) which has been developed by HEFCE. These standards emphasise on our teaching practices and professional core values and underpins the teaching pedagogies required in our subject area.

This paper outlined: section 1 provides an introduction to the topic, section 2 effective online teaching techniques, section 3 effective distance-learning techniques, and finally section 4 provides guidelines for evaluation.

II. EFFECTIVE ONLINE TEACHING TECHNIQUES: GUIDELINES

SCORM is considered as a reference model for e-learning and the objects of E-learning will be prepared by using SCORM. SCORM enables the learner to get the detailed information in a packaged manner and also gives the freedom to learn through the LMS (Learning Management System). It is quick and simple-learning procedure and gives good investigation, immaculate outline and untouched emotionally supportive network for understudies. It is adaptable and can be received and saw effectively and develop more clarity in learning. The full form of SCORM is “Sharable Content Object Reference Model” and this model has particular standards set up for e-learning technologies. It helps with interoperability. The software combines the course content and formulates on the course content in LMS. SCORM releases the content to learn and published in the form of the zipped file and the particular zipped file enables the user to get the complete course content in one platform [13-14].

Our approach to online teaching consists of five main principles: online resources, course structure, course participation technique, student-centred interaction for learning, and online assessments. We believe student-centred interactions will enhance student learning experience much more effective when learning online courses. However, there are difficulties for online professors to facilitate such interactions and to make assessments. We propose five key teaching strategies to support online interactions.

Our approach to online course management and structure of delivery consists of the following:
- Welcome presentation and course overview
- Learning and assessment objectives
- Weekly Tasks and dates
- Planning and delivery of topics
- Group interactions – study groups and monitoring technique
- Online assessment techniques for computing related courses
- Message board on the first page

One of the biggest misconceptions that beginning online instructors is that "if I can teach in the classroom, I can teach online." Teaching in the classroom and online require two totally different approaches to activity and task design for accomplishing your learning objectives for the particular class. The following guidelines provide support for meeting those online teaching challenges:
- Make sure not to put all power-point presentations on weekly topics. We need to design for web presentations and interactions.
• Make sure to facilitate interactions. For example, discuss an issue and ask them to discuss their views and mark them online based on their critical discussion and how they respond to their peers in the course.
• Limit the number of pages of textual information. Students won’t scroll through more than 3 pages.
• Increase the number of group assignments and interactions. Group work is the key online teaching and learning strategy
• Devise a good online grading system so that they know what is expected of them.
• Grade them for their online discussions and interactions with their peers
• Reward interaction
• Post your lecture notes with regular discussion questions and group discussion conference
• Assign separate, specific assignments for each student regularly (at least twice a week to deliver)
• Assign group tasks on each topic
• Get the students to moderate discussion conferences
• Post reader-response type of questions
• Always use SCROM complaint platforms for creating a learning management system.
• Use social media as much as possible for reusing related content for the specific learning objectives and technical pre-requisites

In general our guideline fall into a number of categories such as course management, module delivery, content creation, e-learning tools, and neural pathway based learning, and learning objectives.

III. EFFECTIVE DISTANCE-LEARNING

The key to creating a successful online-learning experience is to create a sense of "community" in the online classroom. By "community," we are referring, for the purposes of the online classroom, to a body of people who share locality, a common goal or goals, support for each member and the community as a whole, similar backgrounds, etc. For example, a commonality that makes the World Wide Group a study group is our keen desire to complete our assignments and pass any online course. Also, we seek to develop the sense of bringing our students together as a community of learners in our class, as well as fostering an environment that will allow them to produce the standard of work and communication to an existing University standard equal to that of the classroom.

However, the description of "community" would not be complete without discussing the many differences, as opposed to commonalities, that nevertheless act to make the community cohesive. In the World Wide Group, for instance, we have members that push others along with action, those who provide valuable information, those who are more punctual than the others, and those who communicate the best. All the various contributions, as well as the commonalities, can make for a successful learning experience. The members feel free to communicate, to ask questions without caring as much what others think. Add to that the advantage of re-reading each others' comments, and you have a more thoughtful, valuable collaboration than that which may exist in a classroom.

What creates a sense of community besides the members' commonalities and contributions? We are in agreement with the following thoughts about online-learning being the Great Equalizer: "Because many of the markers of status aren't visible in cyberspace, message boards and e-mail can enable people to communicate with each other non-hierarchically, in other words, "peer-to-peer." The physical structure of classrooms, and particularly lecture halls, tends to enforce the hierarchy of the "sage on the stage" broadcasting to the passive audience. An instructor who knows how to use online discourse skill fully can become the "guide on the side" who encourages students to learn together, through ongoing written discourse about texts."

The elimination of hierarchy (or at least the perception of hierarchy -- preconceived notions can and do exist) can make each class or community member's thoughts important and valuable to the entire-learning experience. Students learn from each other as well as the instructor. Everyone can see the students' thoughts as they unfold with each contribution to a conference or collaboration. The messages are similar to a road map of student thought and effort. And hopefully, through successful online-learning, the student "roadmaps” will improve over the duration of the course and actually lead somewhere.

Another key for successful online-learning is communication and clarification. Clear communication of expectations, assignments and contribution by the instructor, with repetition, is just as important online as in the classroom. Students can also learn from each other by checking in (e.g. "Did you understand the assignment/comments the way I did?"). Because of the elimination of the hierarchy, and because by nature people are a bit shy to ask questions in real classroom, an online instructor will learn to expect to many more questions than in a real classroom. Many of these questions may not be more mundane, but all questions, assist the instructor in determining how effective he or she is in conveying the needed message to students.

In addition to the above, some fine tuning needed from the instructor to ensure a successful online class and effective online-learning community. For instance, students should be encouraged to be open and creative, but not to be judgmental or defensive in their communication with each other. In the article on online-learning by Duncan McDonald, Ph.D., the author provides strategies for
weeding out online classroom "bullies" productively. Regular, consistent feedback from instructor to student is universally extremely helpful in both the real and virtual classrooms.

Two simple but often overlooked steps in ensuring success are to: 1. state the obvious and 2. ask students what they think about the class makeup and rules. Stating the rules of the class up front, in a light, fair and flexible manner, is an effective way to help establish the community. Empathy, such as understanding that students have other things going on that necessitated their taking online classes, is helpful in both of those steps. Ask the students if they ever took an online course before and what their experiences were like. Make it an initial conference topic. Follow it up with a conference on expectations. Students will feel valued and vested if their input is sought.

Finally, using the "friendly online lingo," such as :) or ;>, or (smile), can break the ice, clarify meaning and replace body language that is lost in the virtual classroom. In conclusion, while online communicating can limit or stunt face-to-face communicating, it can also achieve more honest communication. It is possible that people may be more frank, more relaxed, less formal or more thoughtful (thinking before writing) in online communication.

IV. Evaluation Guidelines

Evaluation is the key part of any online teaching. During this process it involves two different types of evaluation such as pre-evaluation before the release where the aim is to make sure the content is at the right level of learning experience, according to initial learning objectives and post-evaluation which should be carried out after the course completion where the aim is to identify how effective was their learning experience. Harvey [9] puts it interestingly, “When the cook tastes the soup, it is formative evaluation; when the dinner guest tastes the soup, it is summative evaluation”. However, for online-learning, there is an extra cost involved in the evaluation, evaluating the tool itself and then its content. Therefore, we propose a stakeholder model (as shown in Figure 1) for evaluation, which consists of tool designer, online teacher, students, and senior management. These are the people who have a direct involvement in an online course which is being developed. Figure 1 depicts an illustration of our proposed model for future of learning framework.

Figure 1 Framework for Future of Learning.

In addition, we believe the growing technology enhanced learning will take much faster than expected using some of the key technologies such as semantic web, services computing, cloud computing, social media, knowledge based data mining, big data analytics, and education as a cloud service which will be able of identifying the learners’ current state of knowledge and will direct learners to the required level of the knowledge for a specific subject area. Figure 2 illustrates some of the key technologies that will impact on the future of e-learning.

Figure 2 Technologies for Future of Learning Environment.

The number of e-learning strategies adopted include quiz-based, puzzle-based, and social-media based. Each learning strategy should focus on specific, measurable-learning outcome. The number of e-learning strategies adopted include quiz-based, puzzle-based, and social-media based. Our aim is to use SCROM complaint tools to develop learning content so that it can be used in all across different platforms. Figure 3 presents our algorithm for developing best practice e-learning strategy for our software engineering courses on software components based software engineering (CBSE) and service-oriented architecture (SOA).
According to our algorithm, we developed learning activities based on a number of learning strategies such as repetition, multiple choice questions, problem-based learning contents using Storyline tool which generates SCORM complaint module to be imported as packages in any VLE (Blackboard). This has been implemented in our two modules and the design is developed after the system analysts and the complete prototype of the process is developed. The user needs are clearly understood in this step and an effective modelling diagram is developed. Our initial results and evaluation through feedback, suggest 100% improvement in their learning and understanding of the learning objectives of the module design are developed after the system analysts and the complete prototype of the process is developed. The user needs are clearly understood in this step and an effective modelling diagram is developed.

The main objectives of the development phase are to accomplish the comprehensive design of the system that implements the proposed algorithm, test the integrated system before publishing, and publish the system through SCORM. The initial step for this phase is to develop each quiz package individually for a particular week curriculum supported by various types of quizzes Drag and Drop, multiple-choice, and developing exercises for problem-based learning. Component description language (code → design, these are set of learning activities to write code in Java from the given component design diagrams in UML for a specific problem) and component based design (design → code, these are set of learning activities on VLE to derive a solution component design models in UML from given code in Java).

Interacting with the user and lecture in order to incrementally deliver and test each quizzes set for the particular week separately before publish them through SCORM 1.2. Many different types of SCORM are available in order to support software packages with different tools and on a different platform. In Articulate automatically it defined with SCORM 1.2 to publish the quiz packages. After a set of quizzes based on NPL (Neural Pathway Based Learning) for all weeks of both modules (Software Component Architecture) and (Service-oriented Architecture) developed incrementally, the full system (E-learning environment) has been deployed into Leeds Beckett University Virtual Learning Environment (VLE).

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed guidelines for online-learning and teaching techniques that have been successful across our courses. We have had good feedback from the-learning community so far and we are currently developing a set of tools to check against our guidelines. We have also found that the effectiveness of any e-learning strategy is successful if we have a clear and measurable-learning outcome for each e-learning strategies. We have found that 90% of the user evaluation were very satisfied with our approach to E-Learning.
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